
Pentecost 9: July 25/26, 2015 
Reading the Signs 
Genesis 9:8-17 & Mark 6:45-56 
 
Traffic signs are devices placed along a highway or roadway to warn, regulate and guide the 
flow of traffic.  In order to get a driver’s license you must demonstrate that you know the rules of 
the road including the meaning of various traffic signs.  We may have mixed feelings about some 
traffic signs, but it’s hard to imagine the orderly flow of traffic without them.  God gives us signs 
as well, signs to warn, to regulate, to guide us as we travel the course of our life.  We consider 
them today so that our lives are orderly and well directed. 
 
Some signs demand our attention.  They warn us of impending danger and cannot be ignored.  

Let’s review of few of these.  [show stop sign] This is the most recognizable of 
all signs and is universally recognized.  But other warning signs are equally well known.  [show 

railroad crossing]   These are usually accompanied by crossing gates.  [show 

slippery when wet] We’ve had to consider this one more often than usual this 

summer.  [show flood road sign] If there’s too much rain you may have to 

pay particular attention to this one.  [show deer crossing] This one signals an 



increasing problem whenever we’re on the open road.  [show do not enter] I 
missed this one recently when I had my license renwed.  [show photo enforced] 

 And then there’s this classic.  Ever gotten a friendly notice in the mail that 
your car was on candid camera?  We’ve been stung a couple of times.  Someone must have 
borrowed my car!  These signs all warn us of impending danger and require our immediate 
attention.   
 
God gave a definitive sign in the Old Testament reading, a sign that his heart was filled with pain 
by sin and how great man’s wickedness had become.  “Every inclination of the thoughts of his 
heart was only evil all the time,” Genesis records.  Gives meaning to our confession that we are 

“poor, miserable sinners.”[show flood]  God’s sign of judgment upon 
sin was dramatic and fateful.  He regretted that he had created the world and all it contained.  So 
he visited judgment upon creation in the form of a cataclysmic flood.  If nothing else, think not 
lightly of God’s contempt of sin.  It grieves him to the core.  Without such understanding we do 
not understand God’s holiness.  And we do not understand the signs he gives to warn us of 
impending danger.  Not unlike the disciples making their evening boat ride across the Sea of 
Galilee.  Jesus appears to them walking on the lake, and they are “amazed” because they had not 
understood about the loaves from feeding the 5,000.  They didn’t understand the sign and so 
Jesus’ conduct was a mystery.  More than a mystery, God’s ways become lost and even frightful 

when not understood.  [show disciples flounder]  Life becomes 
like a burden as we “strain at the oars because the wind is against us.”  We get the computer 
fixed and the dishwasher breaks down.  A coworker has a heart attack and we have to do double 
duty.  We barely survive the prior school year and a new one is ready to begin.  God seems far 
away and unconcerned with my life.  Too often we live dreading what tomorrow will bring, 
waiting for the next shoe to drop, terrified of the unknown.  Not unlike the disciples who were 
terrified when an apparition appeared walking on the water.  They did not recognize the sign, 



they did not recognize that it was Jesus.  The law terrifies us in all its severity when that is all we 
know of God and his actions in the world.  These are wake up signs, warning us that the road 
ahead is fraught with peril when attempted without God in our lives. 
 
There are other road signs.  Having been warned of dangers ahead, these signs regulate how we 

navigate the roadway safely.  [show yield] We yield to oncoming traffic who 

have the right of way.  {show slow]  When we enter a school zone, a 
construction zone, a residential neighborhood, we decrease our speed for safe driving.  [show no 

right turn] We avoid right turns under these conditions, [show left must turn] 

and we are compelled to make left turns under these conditions.  [show 

flagman] If you drove Baptist Church Road this past week you saw this sign 
as new construction is going up quickly in a new subdivision.  [show speed limit 25] 

And who can ignore this sign in Belle Villa?  To which is added an additional 



sign, “speed limit strictly enforced.”  Signs such as these regulate our driving so that we can 
navigate the roadways safely. 
 

[show rainbow] God has given us a definitive sign for safe navigation, and 
that sign is his rainbow.  He calls it a covenant between himself and us.  Never again.  Never 
again will all life be cut off.  Never again will there be a flood to destroy the earth.  There will be 
a different answer to the wickedness of man.  A better answer.  Not judgment which only leads 

to death.  Rather grace that leads to life.  [show Jesus calms water] So 
Jesus approaches the disciples and says “Take courage. It is I. Don’t be afraid.”  He climbs into 
the boat with them and calms them with his presence.  His presence has calmed many a disciple 
confronted with equally terrifying prospects, be they surgery or illness, divorce or 
unemployment, crushing debt or unravelling relationships.  Take courage. It is I. Don’t be 
afraid.“  I have established my covenant with you for all generations to come.”  The old order of 
things, with judgment that leads to death, has passed away.  My flood has poured down one last 
time, this time once and for all.  Judgment has flooded down upon the cross, upon the God man 
who stood in your place, who became the wickedness of all men.  And in that final act of 
judgment a new sign has been born.  “O Jesus, may your precious blood be to my soul a 
cleansing flood.”  Body broken and blood shed in judgment over sin, they now become a life 
giving meal of forgiveness and new life.  I establish my covenant with you for all generations to 
come.  And with his life giving word and nourishing sacrament he climbs into our boat and the 
wind dies down. 
 
We have seen signs to warn.  Signs to regulate.  There are also signs to guide.  [show two way 

traffic] Signs alert us to two-way traffic and [show divided highway] 



signs alert us to divided traffic.  [show merge traffic] 

Traffic merges from the right, and [show lane ends] lanes end on our right.  

[show round about] This sign is becoming increasingly common and 
requires some different vigilance.  And then there is this sign [show confused] 

I call it “confused”, as in, “which way do I go?”  All attempt to guide us on 
our way with the smooth flow of traffic.   
 
When the disciples with Jesus had crossed over to the other side, the people carried the sick on 
mats to touch him.  Why?  Because they had been given another sign.  It was foreshadowed long 

ago by Moses in the desert [show bronze serpent] .  The serpent, which 
brought death, became a sign of life to all Israelites that looked upon it.  An unusual sign.  But a 
powerful sign of what God intended to do once and for all about sin.  [show Jesus cross] 



 God took a cross, which brought death, and made it into a sign of life to all 
people who looked upon it and there beheld their salvation.  This is the sign of faith, and is why 
it adorns the walls of our homes and graces our necks, why we make the sign of the cross when 
we meet Jesus, why it is the universal sign of our faith.  The people at Gennesaret, where they 
landed, they knew the sign and understood what it meant.  “They recognized Jesus.”  They read 
the sign.  God had come in grace and to guide them.  How did they respond?  [show hand 

stretched out]  They carried the sick on mats to wherever they heard he 
was.  This was not a futile action.  They knew that Jesus had the power to save, to make them 
whole again.  And Jesus did not disappoint.  Mark records “all who touched him were healed.” 
 
So how do we read the signs that God gives us?  Some are unmistakable in their message.  
Splintered wood and rough spikes clearly message our broken lives and sorry condition.  The 
cross, it is the fulfillment of the flood of both judgment and righteousness.  The empty tomb, it is 
the sign of our destiny.  Water is transformed into a divine washing, and bread and wine into a 
life nourishing meal.  But what about other signs that God is giving you in your daily life?  Yes, 
he is giving you signs there as well.  Signs to warn in an observer who witnesses you clipping a 
car in a parking lot and watching to see if you drive away or leave a note.  Signs to regulate in a 
homeless woman who can offer little more than modest trash pickup, yet who provides ample 
opportunity to extend kindness to one of the “least of these, my brothers (and sisters).”  Signs to 
guide in resurrection lilies that are comimg up this week, signaling that God is daily renewing us 
in faith and hope.  His signs, they are all around us.  Simply look and see.  Read the signs.  
Amen. 


